Guide for Providers using eClinicalWorks TeleVisits
Version 1.0 (Released April 20, 2020)
When creating TeleVisit appointments in eCW, the Visit Type Code that is associated with a TeleVisit
must be selected for that appointment. Practice can create a new TeleVisit Visit Type in eCW or can just
update an existing Visit Type to flag it as a TeleVisit.

Scheduling a TeleVisit appointment:
From the Resource Schedule or the Provider’s schedule, double click on the date and time requested to
open the Appointment window. Select the patient to be scheduled and then select the TeleVisit Visit
Type for this appointment and click OK button.

If appointment confirmation notifications are enabled, the patient will receive a notification in the
patient portal confirming this appointment. If the TeleVisit e-mail Appointment Confirmation
Notification is also enabled, patient will also receive an email notification containing a link to the
TeleVisit at the time this TeleVisit appointment is made.
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Day of TeleVisit Appointment:
If the TeleVisit email Appointment Reminder Notification is enabled, 30 minutes prior to the scheduled
appointment time, the patient will receive an email reminder notification containing a link to the
TeleVisit appointment. Additionally, if the TeleVisit SMS Reminder Setting is enabled, the patient will
also receive a text reminder notification containing a link to the TeleVisit appointment. In both cases,
patients can click the embedded link to start the TeleVisit. While the patient will receive the email
and/or Text reminder 30 minutes prior to the scheduled appointment time, the embedded TeleVisit
link in the reminder will become active 15 minutes prior to the scheduled appointment time.

Once the patient clicks the TeleVisit link, a vitals questionnaire will display. This is an OPTIONAL
questionnaire, NOT mandatory, so patients can leave the fields blank and click the Next button.
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The Start TeleVisit button will display for the patient to click and enter the Virtual Waiting Room.

Once in the Virtual Waiting room, the system will display “Waiting for Provider to Join”
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Providers configured to conduct TeleVisits will have a TV (TeleVisit) jellybean option displayed in their
eCW.

If provider clicks on the “TV” letters of the jellybean the system will display all patients scheduled with
a TeleVisit that day.

Clicking the TV jellybean itself will open the Office Visits window. The Office Visits window will now
display a camera icon to indicate which scheduled appointments are Televisits. It will also update the
Visit Status to Arrived once the patient starts the TeleVisit.
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Once a patient is in the Virtual Waiting Room, the TV jellybean will turn Red. Clicking on the “TV”
letters will display the scheduled TeleVisit appointments and a GREEN button will display next to the
patient in the virtual waiting room.

Clicking the patient’s name will open the progress note and a “Start TeleVisit” button will display for
the provider. When the provider is ready, they will click Start TeleVisit. A “Ringing button will display
indicating it is connecting with the patient in the virtual waiting room.
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The waiting patient will receive a request to allow eCW access to the microphone and camera. Once
they click the “Allow” button, the TeleVisit will begin.

Once the TeleVisit starts, the patient will display in the center of a “pop-up” window in the upper right
corner of the progress note window. A smaller image of the provider will display in the lower left
corner of the window. A menu bar is at the top of the pop-up window. The icon in the lower left corner
allows provide to control how and where the pop-up window displays. The phone icon in lower right
corner allows provider to end the TeleVisit.

.
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If the pop-up window is Docked, it will be position next to the TV jellybean. The patient’s image is not
visible when docked. To restore the pop-up window, click the downward triangle icon.

If the pop-up window is “Sticky Note” it will be positioned next to the Secured Note in the progress
note dashboard. The patient’s image is visible in the sticky note.
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During the TeleVisit, the provider has access to the entire medical record for the patient and can
document the Televisit directly in the progress note while televisiting with the patient.
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When the TeleVisit appointment is completed, either the patient or the provider can end the TeleVisit
session by clicking the phone icon on the screen.
When the patient ends the TeleVisit appointment they will receive a confirmation window to Exit the
Televisit appointment.
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Once the patient Exits the TeleVisit, the patient portal login window will display allowing the patient to
access the portal.

When the provider ends the TeleVisit appointment they have the option to “Check-out” the patient
while ending the call. This will update the Visit Status in the Office Visits window.
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Billing Requirements for TeleVisit:
For all DC Medicaid and DC Medicaid MCO patients, all TeleVisit appointment must include the “GT”
modifier with the Office Visit code along with the Place of Service (POS) being designated as “2 Home”.
Once the provider completes the clinical documentation for the TeleVisit, the last piece is to document
the billing portion of the progress note. The GT modifier needs to be associated with the E&M Office
Visit code for ALL TeleVisit appointments. Click the M1 field associated with the Office Visit code
selected to open the Modifier window.

Click the eclipse [...] for the Mod1 field to open the list of available modifiers.
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Enter code “GT” to find the modifier and click OK
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Once the GT modifier has been added, the last thing to verify is that the Place of Service (POS) for this
TeleVisit is “2-Home”. The POS for a TeleVisit appointment is easily accessible on the claim window and
will most likely be changed/verified by someone in the billing department. Once the GT modifier has
been added and the POS is home, the TeleVisit claim is ready to bill to DC Medicaid.

For questions, please contact:
Lee Emeni (lemeni@e-healthdc.org)
Nicole Kemper (nicole@govhealth.com)
Jim Costello (jcostello@dcpca.org)
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